Invitation to Qualisys Workshops

Invitation to Qualisys UK workshops at Salford, Middlesex and Liverpool. Find a suitable place and time to meet us and other Qualisys users.

The format will follow last year's Qualisys workshop’s including biomechanics user presentations, Qualisys Technology Presentation for both hardware and software and practical demonstration with learnings of new functionality in QTM release 2.11-2.12

**SALFORD (Manchester)**
- 17 Feb Salford University  
  Time: 13.00 – 16.30  
  Host: Prof Rich Jones

**MIDDLESEX**
- 19 Feb Middlesex University  
  Time: 09.30 – 16.30  
  Host: Dr A. Greenhalgh Dr S. Miller

**LIVERPOOL, the day before BASES BIG Meeting at JMU**
- 29 March John Moores  
  Univ. Time: 12.00 – 16.30  
  Host: Dr. Mark Robinson

For the workshops registration, send an email to Ian Steward,  [ian.steward@qualisys.com](mailto:ian.steward@qualisys.com)

Example Qualisys NEWS! The all-new Miquus camera will be on demo at all workshop’s

NEW Mocap Camera Miquus NEW Running Analysis Package NEW Qualisys Webreport

[Image of workshop setup]
Locations:
Salford: The School of Health Sciences
Middlesex: School of Science and Technology // London Sport Institute
JMU: The School of Sport and Exercise Sciences
BASES BIG Meeting 30 March 2016

Practical information:
• Participants handle their own transport and hotel accommodation
• The workshop is free of charge for participants
• We may have to limit attendance to 2 participants from each lab respectively

For the confirmed delegates we will provide more detailed information.
We warmly welcome all Qualisys users and specially invited guests.

Kind regards,
Qualisys AB

Qualisys Contacts

Ian Steward | Qualisys in UK, Sales & Applications Engineer
E: ian.steward@qualisys.com, T: 01379 844150

Dr. Daniel Watling | Qualisys in UK, E: daniel.watling@qualisys.com

Mats Kanarbik | Qualisys AB, Market Director Europe, Brazil, Middle East
E-mail: mats.kanarbik@qualisys.se, Direct phone: +46- (0)709 749 179